Three Rivers KC Results for Sunday, Sept 18, 2016

The Hound Group

Mr. W P Shelton (241 Ent - 111d - 130b)
- GRP1 CH Aurora's Rhythm Of My Heart (D), Saluki
- GRP2 GCHS CH Sunlit's Queen Of Everything (B), Afghan Hound
- GRP3 GCHS CH Bo-Bett's Favorite Pick (B), Whippet
- GRP4 GCH CH Harehill's Crazy Little Thing Called Love (D), Ibizan Hound

Ibizan Hound

Professor D C Taylor (37 Ent - 16d - 21b)

Breed Winners

Best of Breed or GCH CH Harehill's Crazy Little Thing Called Love Variety (D), E Liebes/J Luna
Best of Opposite sex DC Aliki Notanuff Lovely Rita SC (B), A Mirestes
Select Dog CH Icycold Infinity 2the3rd Power K Catt/R Davis/R Gongre
Select Bitch GCH CH Rising Sun's For My Broken Heart D CHUBB
Best of Winners
- Sunrumba's Fringe Fozzie Moppet (D), D Borkowski/R Castillo
- Sunrumba's Fringe Fozzie Moppet D Borkowski/R Castillo

Reserve Winner
- Icycold Thirdmate K Catt/S Marshall
- Icycold Third Time K Catt/S Marshall

Winners Dog
- Sunrumba's Fringe Fozzie Moppet
- Sunrumba's Fringe Fozzie Moppet

Winners Bitch
- Icycold Third Time
- Harehill's Wild Thing At Highland SC

Reserve Winner
- Icycold Thirdmate
- Harehill's Wild Thing At Highland SC

Dogs

Professor D C Taylor (7d 5 pts)

Puppy 6 - 9 Mos.

1 Harehill's Mai Tai, K Moore/K Moore/W Anderson

12 - 18 Mos.

1 Amahte's Kilima Njaro, R Hozempa
2 Daval-Wynd Bubblegum Cigar H Cleventine/L Thorne
3 Elan Halcyon Make Mine A Double J Fisher

Bred By Exhibitor

1 Icycold Thirdmate K Catt/S Marshall RW
2 Amahte's Sungura Wawindaji R Hozempa

Open WC (Wire Coat)

Professor D C Taylor

1 Sunrumba's Fringe Fozzie Moppet D Borkowski/R Castillo BW, W

Bitches

Professor D C Taylor (12b 5 pts)

Puppy 6 - 9 Mos.

1 Harehill's Mai Tai, K Moore/K Moore/W Anderson
1. **Nahala Heronandhound's Wocket In My Pocket**, L Venegas/M Pierotti-Tietje
2. **Kamars Double Back To Treybeau**, S Wright/D Wright/K Belz

**Excused**

1. **Afilador Could It Be Magic**, R Hozempa

**12 - 18 Mos.**

1. **Daval-Wynd Gum In My Hair**, H Clevenstine/L Thorne
2. **Daval-Wynd Doublemint**, H Clevenstine/L Thorne

**Bred By Exhibitor**

1. **Icycold Third Time**, K Catt/S Marshall
2. **Amahte's Tusiname Kwa Tembo**, R Hozempa
3. **Daval-Wynd Poppin' My Gum**, G Clevenstine/H Clevenstine/L Thorne

**American Bred**

1. **Kamars Flying Arrow JC**, S Duryee/K Belz
2. **Elan Halcyon Compelling Dreams Will Double**, M Wagenaar/J Fisher

**Open SC (Smooth Coat)**

1. **Harehill's Wild Thing At Highland SC**, C Durdel/D Durdel/W Anderson
2. **Elan N Bramblewood's Run For The Roses**, J Fisher

**Best of Breed/Variety Competition**

- **GCH CH Harehill's Crazy Little Thing Called Love (D)**, E Liebes/J Luna
- **DC Aliki Notanuff Lovely Rita SC (B)**, A Mirestes
- **CH Icycold Infinity 2the3rd Power (D)**, K Catt/R Davis/R Gongre
- **GCH CH Rising Sun's For My Broken Heart (B)**, D CHUBB

**Professor D C Taylor**

1. **GCH CH Harehill's Crazy Little Thing Called Love (D)**, E Liebes/J Luna
2. **DC Aliki Notanuff Lovely Rita SC (B)**, A Mirestes
3. **CH Icycold Infinity 2the3rd Power (D)**, K Catt/R Davis/R Gongre
4. **GCH CH Rising Sun's For My Broken Heart (B)**, D CHUBB

**Best of Breed/Variety Competition**

1. **GCH CH Harehill's Crazy Little Thing Called Love (D)**, E Liebes/J Luna
2. **DC Aliki Notanuff Lovely Rita SC (B)**, A Mirestes
3. **CH Icycold Infinity 2the3rd Power (D)**, K Catt/R Davis/R Gongre
4. **GCH CH Rising Sun's For My Broken Heart (B)**, D CHUBB